
Women's running trail shoes TECNICA-Origin LT (55-) Ws true laguna/deep lago

Available sizes Reference number Ean number Quantity
36 2/3 751176 8050459827378 3+
37,5 789739 8050459827385 3+
38 751177 8050459827392 3 ks
38 2/3 789740 8050459827408 3+
39,5 751178 8050459827415 3+
40 751179 8050459827422 3+
40 2/3 789741 8050459827439 3+
41,5 751180 8050459827446 3+
42 789742 8050459827453 1 ks
42 1/3 789743 8050459827460 1 ks

Suggested retail price: 179.99 € s DPH

Description

Tecnica women's shoes. Tailor-made trail sneakers for ladies! The special construction for women's feet allows for
an excellent fit on the foot, precise adjustment, support and stability. The optimized trail shoe for women in the
Origin LT model is adapted for runners with a lighter body structure. Female runners will be provided with a specific
tailor-made fit for their naturally narrower heel - the shoe will not create pressure points or create unnecessary
space for abrasions. Running shoes for ladies have a "sock" fit - they create the effect of a second skin on the foot,
the upper is elastic and breathable, so they are perfect for dynamic trail training and races.

Cross-country running sneakers for ladies have a unique way of lacing - the laces are integrated into the upper,
they create almost no unnecessary profile relief on the shoe, they offer precise micro-adjustment. The upper part of
the shoes is moldable thanks to the TPU inner shell. This is how the shoes can provide a custom fit right out of the
box. There are several layers on the sole, thanks to which your foot will be perfectly protected from sharp stones.
This will be ensured by the EVA ESS layer. The TPU layer in the middle of the foot ensures the integrity of the sole,
durability and stability. Outdoor trail running shoes are light blue with dark blue and white details. The insoles are
heat-moldable to the size of the foot, and the area of the heel and arch of the shoes is also malleable.

Product details:
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women's trail running shoes
light blue color with dark blue and white details
suitable for runners of a lighter build
created for the female foot with anatomy and weight in mind
unique construction - second skin feeling
"sock" fit
they optimize body posture, prevent the formation of pressure points
they stick well to the leg
thin edge and tongue
integrated lacing - excellent adjustment
multi-layer sole
ESS EVA layer - protection against sharp stones
the TPU layer will ensure stability and durability
excellent traction
CAS shaping
inner inserts, heel area and shoe arches are heat-moldable - custom fit

Suitable for female runners with a lighter body structure (approx. up to 55 kg)

EXCLUSIVELY AT EXISPORT - Tailor-made footwear in just 15 minutes
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